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ABSTRACT
The role of the cooperating teacher" is orie of the

most crucial factors An determining the success or. failure of the
student teaching experience. There are seven major factors to be
considered in the development of an effecticl cooperating
teapher-student professional relationship. First, the student teacher
mlfst be given a sincere sense of belonging. Setting the tone of the
cooperating teacher-student teacher relationship is also extremely
important and should be accomplished during the first few days of the
student teaching experience. The third faIz.involves allowing for
individual abilities to control the rate a which the student will
progress into full time teaching. It is also necessary for the
cooperating teacher and the student teacher to schedule a portibn of
each day for a '..onference and planning period. The fifth factor
concerns alloying the student teacher to have experience in writing
lesson 'plats for the activities he/she teaches. Next, informal
observations and feedback aimed at the improvemeneof the individual
or program rust be provided by the cooperating teacher on regular
basis. Finally, each cooperating teacher should be expected to "b
formally lbserve the student teacher at minimum number of time while
he/she is vviching the entire Class. By establishing .trong,lines of
communication at the start of the 'cooperating teacher-student teacher
relationship, the opportunity for a positive student teaching
experience is greatly increased. (RC)
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THE COOPERATINO TEACHER - SOME HINTS

FOR A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCE

by

C. Thomas Baer

The tole- of the cooperating teacher is one of the most

crucial factors in determining the success or tailure.of

the student teaching experience. Since it is the coop-

erating teacher- who works most closely with the stuNOC

teacher, is t is he who has the greatest opportunity in

assisting the student teacher with the process of develop-

ing into an effective teacher. However if the cooperating

teacher is to have maximum impact on the development of

student teachers, his role must be accurately defined and
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made quite clear - it cannot be left todeOplop haphaz-

ardly or by chance. Thus, it is necessary its° set, forth

guidelines directing the role and activities of the coop-

crating teacher. This is not to say that all cooperating

teachers should mirror one another and produce teacher

candidates from the same mold. On the contrary, the student

teacher-program-should be based on the philosophy that each

student teacher comes to the experience with a different

. background, strengths, weaknesses, needs, interests, and

abilities. For this reason the program must attempt to meet

the individual needs of each student teacher. Yet, an effec-

tve framework from which these individual programs are allowed

to unfold haF been developed through past experiences.. The

following is a description of those factors which are most

crucial in Uic deve:opment of an effective cooperating

teacher-stUdent teacher professional relationship:

1. SENSE OF BELONGING. The first.item which rust be

accomplished is to provide4he student teacher with a sincere

sense of belonging. Welcome him and accept him as a pro-

fessional colleague. Introduce the student teacher to your
-7,

pupils making sure they understand that his role will be

one of authority and that he will function as any teacher

would. Other items which will assist in giving he student

teacher this sense of belonging include:

A. Provide the student teacher with a.table, desk,



or work area which he can consider his own.

B. Provide the student teacher with a plan hook

(if availabld) or share youf plan book with him when he

assumes full control of the class.

C. Provide the student teacher with instructions .

,on how to complete the attendance forms Properly.

D. Indicate to the student,teacher where the

cumulative records are maintained and introduce him tci the

pertinent information contained within these records.

-Introduce the student teacher to'the progress

reporting form (conference and written) and expla n the

District's philosophy of grading. 'Also, be sure t; make

it clear as to what grading responsibilities you will expect

the student teacher to assume.

F. Provide the student teacher with access to all

booklets of information (District Philosophy Handbook,

Building Handbook; Polidy Handbook, etc.) that have been

developed by the district.

GETTING STARTED. Setting the tone of the cooperating

teacher-student teacher relationship is extremely important

and should be accomplished during the first few days of the

student teaching experience. At this time the cooperating
,

teacher should set forth his particular expectations of tho

student teacher. Together, thb cooperating teacher and

student teacher should set up definite datesand times for
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conterenci, turnim in lesson' plans, and sche:duling

evaluation sessions. By beinq definite,and providing

expectatfons from the start, the cooper ating teacher

should be decreasing the chances of problems arising due

to .misunderstandings.

III. 4ROGRESSIO4 INTO FULL TIME TEACHING. The rate

at which the student teacher will be able 4.o assume full

control, of the class will vary according*t6 individual abil-

ities. Howevery, as a general rule, it is best to have the

student-teacher assume the responsibilities of the class-

room teacher on a gradual basis. This allows him to gain

confidenceln one sublectnrea before taking on additional

teaching responsibilities. Eventually the student teacher

should he able to assume the total responsibilities of a

teacher. He should al!sa be expected to participate in

faculty meetings, team meetings, assist with recess (ay,

attend PTA meetings, and perform other activities which aro

considered to be part orthe teaCher'i tiT)rmal area of

responsibility.

IV. DAILY commg AND PLANNING PERIOD. Th& eoop

etating teacher and student ticher should schedule a portion

of each day to complete the following:day

A. Develop and/or evaluate daily lessonlplans.

Provide the student teacher with constructive feedback

as to the arairopriateness or effectiveness of his planning.
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B. Discus with the student teacher his short and

lonl range student teaching goals. Work toward ry

the student teacher to participate in self-evaluation.

C. Provide the student teacher with constructive
UI

feedback regarding his performance as a teacher. 'Praise

and positively reinforce those qualities which you feel are

desirable and offer suggestions when areas of weakness

appear.

D. Encourage the student teaaher to express his

opinions and ideas, and attempt to build a relationship
4

which will allow the student teacher to freely discuss items

of a personal as well as a professional nature.

V. LESSON OLANNIN. he student teacher should have

experience in writing lesson pans for the activities he

tilsaches. These plan should be given to the cooperating

teacher in tire for him to review them and make written or

oral comments, and with time available for the student teacher

to rake necessary revisions after.this review. The student

eachor who demonstrates the ability to present well-olanned

and organized lessons in writing, should hem adjustments

made in the i-ype of written plan he is asked to turii iYa as

the student teaching progresses and the situation demands.

VI. INFORMAL OBSERVATIONS AND FEEDBACK. The major

thrust of evaluation must be aimed at the improvement of

the individual or program being evaluated. In order to

104



lccmilish this vital .ta,:lh it )..n ecsclnelal to provielo con-
(

stanr, feeAock fo.g those tie are betry.1 )udged.. Therefore,

the cooperating teacher mu t: provide the student teacher

with constructive criticism .in p(msible avenues for irprove-

rent on i regular basis,

VII. FORMAL NERVATIONS AND ramtnot. Itch cooperatinn

teacher should be expected to formally observe the student

teacher a minimum number of time% (will vary according,

university reguirerents) ¶h1 le he teaching the entire

class. An observation sheet will, be nrovided'on which you

should 'record your evaluative obsei:VotionS. (If an observa-

tim sheet is not provided it is important for the cooperat-
.

ing teacher and student teacher to cooperatively develcp the

instrument that will be used for recording observations.)

Th re.0:,..orded information should he shared with the student

teacher as srlon after the (lesson as possible. Formal observa-

tions should be euually spaced. throughout the student teaching

experience.

The above framework has been presented to hopefuljv

assist teachers with the development of an effective,roor,-

erating teacher-student teache'r,Tofessional relatAInnship.

Most of the suggestions which have been offered pertain to

the estaHlishment and.Maintenonce of open lines of compa,
f.1

tions because experiences -have shown that this is lie,oreo

in which most difficultoes occur. By establishing strong
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lines c,7f.',mminteatiom3 the ,,,ery st4rt 0J the morerat

tachtii,r-,';;tudent teacher rolAtiolv;h4,,, the vivortunitysfnr a

.tewh!:1 experierwe 1% 4reatly Incre;i10

.4
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